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Ecological Intelligence: The Coming Age of  Radical Transparency
Goleman, D. (2010).

1st ed., 288 p. London: Penguin Books.

by Sunita Devi Appukuttan, Taylor’s University, Malaysia

 

The author, a psychologist cum journalist, starts off with an aspiration for a better world. 

Quite like his first book where he stresses on the psychology of  people and sets new paradigms

in competency development, here he relates more to the business world and the reverse

psychology of  doing what decades ago companies would not do–become transparent. By

adopting radical transparency in every aspect of production, the origin of each product and

its supply chain demographics is made known to all. This he believes would create a sensible

or “ethical choice” for consumption among individuals. The adoption of  eco-friendly choices

in daily purchase decisions by consumers and businesses alike does contribute towards the

healing of the world although not exactly at the rate that brings about its destruction.

He first outlines the myths of  green initiatives being merely a PR exercise in some companies.

By getting more people to make sound choices when dealing with “green” projects, he

recommends that people do not just focus on the value added that the initiative is going to

bring to the company accounts but to go at it on a deeper level to ensure the green is real green

and the initiative creates a multiplier effect.  As consumers, one will definitely think about the

supply chain of the next burger, the ecological damage (carbon footprint) caused in the

process of  its making and delivering to end users.   When  consumers seek to know more

about the products they consume and its whereabouts to ensure the product itself is not

tainted and have not polluted the environment in the process of getting to the hands of the

consumers, it will ensure that businesses think about how to green their supply chain. The

impact on ecology can be reduced by pressure from consumers who have now come to an

age where transparency is applauded. Ecological intelligence was coined as the interconnections

between actions taken by consumers and its hidden impact on planet earth and the well-being

of  its inhabitants. The Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) of  a product from its “cradle to grave”

is  a very good example of the carbon footprint a product leaves behind and this enables

ranking of the product in simple measures or classification on the range of its negative impact

on ecology.  Based on this ranking, consumers can make the right choice and businesses can

work on improving the ranking further. Although much is not discussed as to what quality or

process improvements can do at this point, it has subjected to readers’ to think through the

enigma especially readers who are in the quandary of  management and manufacturing.  There

is a 3-step process prescribed as new ecological goals; (i) know the impact we cause, (ii)

favour improvements and (iii) share the new knowledge with others.  Impacts caused by
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purchase of products generally are classified in this book as (a) geosphere (climatic impact),

(b) biosphere (environmental impact) and (c) socio-sphere (human conditions impact). Basically

these are intertwined with the basic themes interlocking sustainability-economic-environment-

social. For any sustainability initiative to work well, one must the informed of  the impact of

the products in the production and consumption lifecycle.  Sincerely wanting to improve

conditions and addressing root causes of  events and disasters is better than “lip service” to the

whole cause, by companies.  Of  course for any good to have a positive impact, it becomes

animate by social hype and adherence.  Sharing of best practices and tips spreads more good

around and this is strongly recommended by Goleman.

Intelligence does not happen without technology and Goleman proves this by referring

to a software named GoodGuide that measures and calculates based on inputs as accurately

as possible the environmental impacts of a product during manufacturing, transport, use and

disposal.   The system gives a macro ranking of companies and its environment friendly

products as well as illustrates the micro elements of improvements for companies to take

action upon. However, the input factor can be quite intimidating and factorial. 

Goleman believes in the power of the people when referring to “word of mouth”

marketing  - spreading information about a product in non media related informal channels

and he warns of the consequences of bad publicity and urges companies to not wait for such

issues to get out of hand.  With the advent of technological advancement, the social network

is a buzz with best product recommendations and referrals.  Access to information is so free

that there is poor control over what is accurately right and wrong, therefore tarnishing the

conventional brand and image in a matter of seconds online.  This means that for high net

worth companies, they would always carry the burden of continuity as “ethical merchandise

producers” as highlighted in “Fair & Square” (Chapter 9).  Due to resolute trust consumers

have on companies and its products, these products become price inelastic, which means even

if  the price goes up, the demand for these virtuous labels would also follow favourably

upwards due to a perceptive following.  This virtuous cycle sets precedence for companies to

follow consumer patterns rather than dictating them. 

Although in Chapter 11 much of what was said is based on assumptions and statements

that were narrowed down to focus on communities with fetish appetite for toxin filled food,

the truth remains in the current challenge towards a healthy lifestyle.  Much remains with the

food product and choices made available to consumers.

It makes perfect sense when Goleman discusses how the amygdale section of the brain

controls the emotions and rules the  making  of  quick decisions.  As one walks down a

hypermarket aisle, the purchasing decisions made are not always based on ecological intelligence. 

Think about “what if it was” then half of the items on the shelf will remain there even after

its shelf life has expired.  In other words if consumers are more rational rather than emotional

when purchasing, then more and more businesses are forced to become more emotionally

drawn towards the best interests of  consumers, rather than rational profit taking.  Pertinently,

consumers should be emotional towards businesses. 

In discussing these examples Goleman does not refer to extensive research based statistics,

rather relies on shared experiences from expert interviews. Agreed,  most businesses take the

stand that until there are immediate crises there is no need to take drastic action; however,

some exemplary companies take pride in introducing change as anticipated by consumers

even before the ideas are written in books.  Proactive business change is a necessary shift

towards value added services rather than a cost-centred initiative. “Giving the world what it
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needs is not just in making a few green companies rich but to ensure the green initiatives

spread progress across the economy”, says Goleman. 

The virtuous cycle of radical transparency in Life Cycle Assessment is innovation at its

best for gaining higher market share. Businesses should not only garner strength in financial

performance but also in environmental performance, that makes it a true mark of  a sustainable

company.  However, he warns that gradual improvements may be too little, too late compared

to the ongoing damage inflicted upon nature.  He imposes new rules and policies to certify

companies. Calculating actual cost of  damage to earth is one other solution amplified in

carbon footprint measures.  Although transforming such costs to companies would require

stricter regulations, newer economic index measures should integrate sustainability measures

as taking a leap into new intelligence. Ecological commerce is a tool for collective well-being

under the new intelligence which would heal the eco strata faster.  

 

Critical Review

This book was written based on notes and resources dating back five years, that is, 2010. 

Goleman being a journalist has written with flair and flow according to the thoughts of

people met during his interviews.  From his earlier book on Emotional Intelligence to this Ecological

Intelligence, the depth of each statement and points is  not as cleverly organised.  Ecological

choices made conscientiously should not be based on fight or flight attitude but on care for

environment. Several new terms such as Life Cycle Assessment (LCA), Virtuous Cycle (VC)

and RadicalTransparency (RT) links an ordinary shopping trip to geopolitical influence. 

Consumers should be buying “ethical merchandise” and not just be “shopping”.  Innovations

towards sustainability are evident as two parts integrating technology, i.e, GoodGuide and

Earthster. Nevertheless, there is hardly any elaborate research statistics to identify future potential

or success in curbing the impact on the environment. Several industry experts share their

viewpoints on how they have all been able to reach out to more consumers by being

conscientious about the process of production. But little is  illustrated on how this has healed

the world.  Poverty still exists, so does famine and exploitation of  labour and nature. So by

having a handful of companies talk about what they have done different and not knowing the

exact duration of their initiative and the exact impact this has had in reducing the deterrence

of nature, does not really hold water in the arguments of this book.  His reference to works

of Stiglitz and Senge paves way for new framework integration for future research. At the

end of it all, our purchasing decisions can make a big difference in creating a sustainable

world.
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